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OVERVIEW OF TUTORIAL
I. Introduction: 20 minutes
 motivation and context;
 a brief history
II. Foundations of learning: 50 minutes
 issues in learning;
 basic principles.
III. Learning representations and methods: 50 minutes
 probabilistic graphical models;
 mixture models.
VI. Specialist topics: 30 minutes
 missing values;
 knowledge discovery and re nement;
 connections between theories (wont be covered).
VII. Essentials: 5 minutes
 check list of representations;
 check list of methods;
 check list of theory;
 check list of elds.
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SECTION Ia.

Introduction:


motivation and context:
learning algorithms can be engineered from well understood principles, and the engineering process can be partly automated;



a brief history.
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EXAMPLES: TEXT CATEGORIZATION

Text categorization: assigning documents to subject categories.
Example: Associated Press newswire with 100,000's short items in approx. 90 categories using some 11,000 words.

PRECIOUS METALS CLIMATE IMPROVING, SAYS MONTAGU
LONDON, April 1 { The climate for precious metals is improving with prices
bene ting from renewed in ation fears and the switching of funds from dollar
and stock markets ... Silver prices in March gained some 15 pct in dlr terms
due to a weak dollar and silver is felt to be fairly cheap relative to gold ... The
report said the rmness in oil prices was likely to continue in the short term ...
REUTER

 Do you use a monolithic classi er with 11,000 inputs and 90 output classes?
 What subset of features do you use?
 How do you decompose the problem into sub-problems?
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IDENTIFYING METALS IN SPECTRA
Data: Scans are mea-

surement of visible & near-infrared
light from exhaust
plume of rocket.
Task: for new Spectrum predict parts
per billion (PPB)
of di erent metals.

Spectrum = OH(temperature,pressure) + Metal(PPB,temperature,pressure) .
Unknowns: temperature, pressure, PPB (=parts per billion), and the OH model.

LEARNING
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Theme: Machine Learning  intelligent software for
data analysis
What: nding models in data
Why: to do prediction, to \understand", to nd \opportunities"
How: search for \good" models
Restrictions: not considering dynamic decision problems, e.g., control
only considering learning from random samples, although probability applies to other cases like learning from queries
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BACKGROUND FOR LEARNING
SOFTWARE
Learning is often an embedded task :


rarely more than 10% of the time is spent on learning!

Time on a project is spent :





massaging the data, interfacing to other software and data sources,
modeling, elicitation, re ning the model,
visualization, assessment,
embedding the data analysis in the real task (diagnosis, etc.).

Current software tools for data analysis support :

Mathematical processing: Lapack, Matlab, IMSL.
Data manipulation and display: Perl, IDL, Khoros, Matlab, S-Plus.
Component integration: Khoros, Apple's Scientist's Workbench, TCL/Tk.
Speci c learning tasks: Autoclass, S-plus, CART, Back-prop, etc.

ON THE DESIGN OF ALGORITHMS
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Data & Representation
LEARNING = + Prior knowledge
+ Learning principle
+ Search/Optimization
Learning principle = Bayesian probability and decision theory.
 Many other principles (PAC in some cases, MDL, cross validation
with empirical Bayes, etc.) di er mainly in philosophy and areas
of applicability, not too much when implemented on the same
problem.
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EXAMPLE DESIGNS
Algorithm
Derivation
basic backprop w. feed-forward nets + MAP+batch updates
weight-decay
learning Bayes nets Bayes nets + exact Bayes factors + MAP + local
search
class
probability trees + exact Bayes factors + MAP + local search
trees
Autoclass (unsuper- Bayes net with one central latent variable + EM
vised learning)

 generative theory of learning rather than a descriptive theory
 works for many classes of learning problems except for local methods (Kernel
density and nearest neighbor)

DESIGN COMPONENTS
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Principled design of data analysis software can be partly automated.

Speci cation of learning problems using graphical models.
Learning principle: Bayesian theory subsumes all useful theories.

That I'm aware of. On the other hand, non-Bayesian theories provide complementary perspectives and are based on di erent intuitions. No one theory is
uniformly superior in all aspects.

Search/Optimization: broad algorithm schemas and strategies
exist for many classes of problems.
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BAYESIAN THEORY: ASIDE
Probability
frequencies

Usage
learning models (trees, networks) give frequencies for
i.i.d. events
belief
expert's opinions about oneo events
belief about fre- expert's/user's
opinions
quencies
about learning models

Field
Orthodox statistics
Decision analysis
Bayesian statistics

 Beliefs about frequencies called second-order probabilities. Notice they are rst-

order beliefs because frequencies are model parameters.
 Beliefs about frequencies before seeing any data are known as prior beliefs.
 Priors are a major source of contention. On real problem, reasonable priors can
usually be developed, although this may be dicult.
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BASIC CONTEXT FOR DATA ANALYSIS

 In applications, no one algorithm (for trees, nets, linear regression, unsupervised






learning, etc.) ever quite ts the task.
Analysis of large data sets involves:
domain expertise + statistical knowledge + computational skills.
Scientists/engineers rarely skilled in both statistics and computing.
Our model:
1. Scientist interacts with data analyst and designs prototype model.
2. Data analyst encodes model and uses software generator and some netuning to create software for IDL/C/parallel computer.
3. Scientist uses software and discovers problems in model.
4. Scientist (with help from data analyst) extends model and re nes software
as prototype develops.
Require rapid prototyping of data analysis software.
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BASIC SOFTWARE GENERATOR
Input: graphical speci cation of the data analysis problem in terms of the basic in-

ference model, prior knowledge, data, missing values, parallel computing specs.,
etc.
Output: optimized code and library calls to perform the learning/re nement or
discovery for us, e.g., as a stand-alone program, Khoros or IDL module, or C*
for the CM-5.

statistical
& decision
methods

optimizing
& search
methods

ADVANTAGES OF SOFTWARE
GENERATORS
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 Software generators and software libraries place state-of-the-art technology in






the hands of developers, e.g., TCL/Tk (window interfaces), Lapack (matrix
manipulation), etc.
Allow code to be embedded in larger, custom applications using a companies
own data-base, graphics environments, etc.
Allow fast prototyping of new applications.
Is an ideal teaching aid: embodies key principles and methods in learning.
Allow e ective parallelization of algorithms from high-level speci cation. NB.
Parallelization of source code is generally inecient.
We already generate data analysis software (of a kind): GLM [60], BUGS [36],
feed-forward networks, etc.
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SECTION Ib.

Introduction:
 motivation;


a brief history:
di erent theories and methods for learning have blossomed in
the last three decades; each have their own strengths and weaknesses.
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BACKGROUND OF EARLY STATISTICS

late 1700's to late 1800's: mathematical physicists develop basic techniques,

Laplace develops Bayesian methods (see [91]);
1890's on: non-physicists begin to develop statistics;
1920's to 1950's: Orthodox Statistics developed by Fisher, Neyman, etc.;
 need to overcome ad hocery in experimental sciences;
 standard recipes for common medical/sociological/biological questions;
 Bayesian statistics dormant, deemed \subjective" and by implication \poor
scienti c practice";
 computers and computational methods primitive;
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THE TURNING POINT OF STATISTICS
(1940-60s): LEARNING? HOW?
 Orthodox Statistics back then was poor in methods and theory for learning (because of inability to handle search, over tting, etc.).
 Advent of computers mean computational methods for learning now feasible.
 Theory of rationality developed by Wald, Cox, de Finetti, etc.:
{ axioms of rationality [26, 47] imply computational inference decomposed

into decisions and beliefs, i.e., Bayesian methods [3];
{ \non-rational" methods have inconsistencies (e.g., parts of Orthodox
Statistics, see [4, Section 1.6]);
{ but most practical methods have a rational counterpart (e.g., fuzzy logic,
one-sided hypothesis testing, MDL, etc.).
 Although essential to the rational theory, priors are widely perceived as a
problem, and in some circles \unscienti c", because they can be subjective.
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MODERN LEARNING METHODS: FILLING
THE VACUUM

Inductive Inference: asymptotic results for noise free learning, 1960-70's (see [1]).
(asymptotic so ignore priors)

PAC, PAB, and Uniform Convergence: sample independent, worst-case,

large-sample bounds, grew out of pattern recognition and computer science,
late 1980's on (see [40, 41, 28, 98, 43]). (large sample so ignore priors)
Statistical Physics: adapting mathematical techniques from statistical physics,
late 1980's on (see [86, 87]). (assume \truth" is known so no prior needed)

Stochastic Complexity, Minimum Description Length (MDL), etc.:

techniques from coding theory to learning, late 1970's on [81, 99, 59]). (rename
priors to be \code-lengths" and claim they are objective)

Bayesian Statistics: applies pure probability and decision theory to learning, fo-

cusing on constructive theory [5, 26, 92, 14, 54, 73, 8]. (accept priors as unavoidable in the smaller sample case)
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MORE MODERN LEARNING METHODS:
FILLING THE VACUUM
Computational Learning Theory: generally contains a mix of the previous ve;
focuses on complexity rather than constructive theory (see annual COLT conferences).
Modern Orthodox Statistics: asymptotic, approximate large sample (order N ),
etc.; hypothesis testing, resampling schemes [16, 85, 30, 38, 18]. (stick to asymptotics, or treat priors as \complexity measures" or \smoothing terms")

Pattern Recognition: Emphasis on applied problems and methods, nearest neigh-

bor, Kernel methods, unsupervised methods [29, 37, 61]. (methods similar to
modern statistics)

Neural Networks and Machine Learning: Emphasis on applied problems and

methods, the former in numeric, incremental algorithms, the latter in symbolic.
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LEARNING THEORIES AND METHODS:
SUMMARY

 Theories can be interpreted and compared with language of probability and





decision theory [42, 12, 2].
When addressing the same question, most practical theories say to do (in a crude
sense) the same thing, but di er in their justi cation and philosophy. Most
theories di er on how they address/side-step/ignore the problem of priors.
More recently, experts are conversant with several disciplines and theories, i.e.,
the boundaries are disappearing but the complementary perspectives remain
important.
Each eld has its own strengths and weaknesses. Good cross- eld comparisons
exist [80, 77, 22, 64, 101]
Classi cation tree algorithms make good inter-disciplinary studies because of
their widespread development [83, 25, 75, 76, 100, 11].
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SECTION IIa.

Foundations of learning:


issues in learning;

basic issues arise no matter what your representation, and we can
understand them without recourse to theory;



basic principles.
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LEARNING CURVES
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Bayes optimal error

N

Small sample: inadequate data, little better than random.
Medium sample: some data, along with prior knowledge yields reasonable results.

Typically occurs for N = O(number of parameters).
Large sample: \enough" data to yield near optimal results. Asymptotes
to Bayes
1
optimal error (lowest error achievable by any classi er) as O( N ), or similar.
Where these occur is relative to the hypothesis space e.g., number of parameters, e.g.,
learning a tree of depth 2 requires much less data than a tree of depth 20.
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SUBSECTION: BASIC ISSUES IN
LEARNING
The following set of examples illustrate key concepts in learning.
2-dimensional curve tting is used because its easy to visualize.
The same concepts arise in any non-trivial learning problem:
trees, rules, neural networks, regression, logistic regression, unsupervised learning, knowledge re nement, etc.
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EXAMPLE: SMOOTHING & OVERFITTING
Consider the plot given in the gure below. The x's are data points. Curves A, B
and C are potential ts.
A
C

x
x

B

x
x
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x

x
x

C
A
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SMOOTHING, cont.
 Questions:
{ Which of the 3 curves do you prefer?
{ If you had to predict where the \true" curve crosses the vertical dotted

line, where would you guess?
 The standard/popular view is that:
{ The best prediction would more or less follow the smoother curve C .
{ B is a poor curve because it takes too many unnecessary twists and turns.
It over ts the data.
NOTE: we can change the representation (rescale X,Y axes) so that B becomes smooth
and C becomes wiggly; the preference for the smoother curve must be vocabulary
dependent.

 Choice of language/vocabulary is important in learning.

EXAMPLE: LESS SMOOTHING
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 Figure (a) shows some

equally spaced data, a
line of measurements
with noise. What is
the \good" underlying
curve?
 Figure (b) shows a
curve rated as \good"
by the experts. It is
not smoother because
it is a line-spectrum.

Smoother/simpler isn't inherently better.
In real problems, we have prior beliefs about the \truth". These can and
should e ect the learning process.
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EXAMPLE: MODEL UNCERTAINTY
Consider the two plots given in the gure below. The x's are data points. Con dence
bands indicate the region wherein the \true" curve might reasonably lie.
(a)
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(b)
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Confidence bands for the "true" curve.

Plot (b) represents the situation of plot (a) extended with a lot more data.

MODEL UNCERTAINTY, cont.
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 Notice:
{ In plot (a) all three curves seem reasonable, and the con dence band is

much broader.
{ In plot (b) only the thick curve now seems reasonable.
{ Notice many more curves seem reasonable for plot (a), and hence your
uncertainty is much larger.
 In general, the number of di erent \reasonable ts" to data is an indication of
uncertainty in the \best t", and any predictions made.

 The less data there is, the more \reasonable ts" there are.
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EXAMPLE: MULTIPLE MODELS
Consider the plot given in the gure below. The x's are data points. What do we
say to the question: is yba  ybb?
y
x
x

x

a

x

x
x

x

b

 If we look at the single \smooth best t", the answer is yes.
 If we look at several of the other \reasonable ts", then a more accurate answer
would be usually.

 multiple models are useful when assessing questions of con dence and
derived quantities.
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EXAMPLE: YOU HAVE INFINITE DATA!
(Or, you have \enough" data to be in the large sample case.)

 The data acts as an oracle for the \truth".
{ What disease might this patient have? Select patients with similar symp-

toms and history and use them as a guide.
{ What model ts this problem best? Each model can be evaluated reliably
by seeing how well it ts the data.
 Learning is now reduced to search through the space of models.
e.g. nd the model with the highest sample likelihood, or best \ t" according
to some other measure.
 This question is in general answered by PAC (Probably Approximately Correct),
uniform convergence methods and their various generalizations.
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EXAMPLE: BIAS VERSUS VARIANCE
variability across training sets = Variance

MSE

0.3

"true" MSE = Bias

MSE on training set

0.0
(smooth)

Curvature

(rough)

The graph shows the typical error/complexity trade-o for learning [33]. If we t a
curve with a given degree of curvature, C (C = 0 for a straight line) to our data:
 What is the variance?
{ What typical mean square error (MSE) can we get after learning?
{ How does this vary from training sample to sample of the same size?
 What is the bias?
{ What is the least MSE we could get for curves of curvature C ?
{ How does this di er from the least possible MSE (Bayes error)?

BIAS VERSUS VARIANCE, cont.
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 Variance and bias are in general negatively correlated.
{ There are \less" potential smoother curves to t the same training sample.
{ Hence, the smoother the curve, the more con dent we are that we have
learned the \best" curve of that xed curvature.
{ Equivalently, rougher curves have higher variance in mean-square error
after training.
 Small sample learning implies that either high bias or high variance.
Expected training error = bias + variance :

 Picking an appropriate strong bias (i.e., an appropriate informative prior) is
important for learning [33]. This is a complex issue [84].
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OBJECTIVITY vs. SUBJECTIVITY
"Are sardines packed in olive oil better for heart problems than sardines packed in
natural sh oils?"

 You're a consumer with a heart problem:
{ use whatever subjective opinions you trust to get the best results;
{ if you have a family history of heart problems, then be cautious;
{ subjectivity is preferred by the single agent!
 The Surgeon General wishes to make a claim, one of: yes, no, maybe, we're not
sure yet.

{ the Surgeon General needs to justify the claim to a broad range of people

coming from di erent backgrounds;
{ the consensus of scienti c opinion is that ...
{ objectivity is required here and can be implemented as: the same opinion
is reached for a range of di erent people (priors).

SUMMARY OF LESSONS
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 With large samples, learning is search with the data as an oracle.
 Without much data, our expectations and biases, represented as prior beliefs,






can and should e ect the learning process.
On any real problem I have seen, the domain expert always has some prior
beliefs. Knowledge re nement is the norm.
The less data there is, the more \reasonable tting" models there are.
Multiple models are useful when assessing questions of con dence and derived
quantities.
Occam's razor (i.e., smoother/simpler models are nice) is relative to the vocabulary used.
Objectivity/Subjectivity relative to the decision context.
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QUESTIONS FOR A THEORY OF
LEARNING
1. Can learning identify the \truth" with nite/in nite data? Is this identi cation
exact or does it converge with probability one asymptotically?
2. What sample size is required so that learning with high probability can achieve
accuracy/cost within  of the optimal?
3. What is a typical learning curve?
4. What is an approximate/optimal algorithm for learning with the current sample
in hand, given the current context?
5. How computationally complex is this approximate/optimal algorithm.
6. What should be the result of learning? A set of alternatives?
7. How do you learn when the \truth" doesn't appear in the hypothesis space?
8. How can learning modify/re ne existing or previously learned knowledge?

SECTION IIb.
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Foundations of learning:
 issues in learning;


basic principles:

Bayesian theory addresses each of the above issues, and shows
how to do knowledge re nement; basic steps demonstrated here
on simple problems.
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EXAMPLE, BERNOULLI
You have a thumb tack. When tossed, how does it land?
lands on flat

lands on its side

  = probability it lands on its at; is probability as frequency.
 p() = probability density as belief about frequency ; represents your prior on

. What's your prior here?
 Suppose  was probability that \a US citizen has at least 50% German descent."
What's your prior p()?
 Suppose  was probability that \an Australian citizen has at least 12.5% aboriginal descent." What's your prior p()?

EXAMPLE, BERNOULLI
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Model: Binomial, probability of success p(ri = 1) = , 0    1. See [48].
Data: observe r successes in N trials.
Knowns: r, N .
Unknowns: , and success of new case s.
Action: prediction sb for new case.
Utility: $25 if prediction correct, s = sb; -$25, otherwise.
Probability model:
(
r (1 ? )N ?r
new case is success,
p(; r; N; s) = p() (1p(?)
)r (1 ? )N ?r
new case is failure.
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EXAMPLE, BERNOULLI, continued

EXAMPLE, BERNOULLI, continued
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Prior: assume  is in the Beta( , ) distribution:
p() = Beta1( ; )  ?1(1 ? )

?1

Likelihood: as before.
Posterior: thus,
p(jr; N ) / p(r; N j)p() = Beta(r + 1; N ? r + ) r+ ?1 (1 ? )N ?r+

?1

The MAP (maximum aposterior) value b is Nr?+r+?1?1 , and the posterior expected
value of  is Nr?+r+ .
Best prediction: for minimum errors utility on binary choice, best prediction is
success if  > 0:5, and failure otherwise.
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EXAMPLE, BERNOULLI, continued
A Bayesian network for this problem is given in (a), assuming a Beta( , ) prior.
Equivalent form using \plates" is given in (b).
heads1
θ

heads

θ

heads2

Beta(α,β)

Beta(α,β)

N

headsN

θ

N,r

Learning here has a simple closed
Beta(α+r,β+N-r)
from solution.
This kind of simpli cation occurs for a well known class of problems, including simple
Bayes classi ers.
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DECISION STUMPS AND BAYES NETS
Sample Wavelength Database
Wavelength-1 Wavelength-2 Wavelength-3
High
Low
High
Given uniform database Medium
Medium
High
with 3 variables Wave-1, 2,
Low
Medium
Low
...
...
...
3 and Class.
How might we learn decision stumps? i.e., choose between:

M1

M2

wave-1?

θ3

θ2

θ1

θ3

θ2

type A
type B
type A
...

wave-3?

low
high medium

low
high medium

low
high medium
θ1

M3

wave-2?

Class

θ1

θ2

θ3

How might we learn Bayesian networks with one arc? i.e., choose between:
wave-2

wave-2
class

wave-1

wave-1

wave-1
wave-3

class

wave-3

class

wave-2
wave-3
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LEARNING DECISION STUMPS, cont.
Model: Alternative set of decision stumps Mi with test on feature Wave-i at root
note, probability of Class = type-A at the i-th leaf node is i, 0  i  1.
Data: observe N cases of Wave and Class, denoted Data = (Waves; Classes).
Knowns: Data, and a new case Wave0.
Unknowns: which decision stump Stump 2 fM1; M2; M3g, leaf probabilities
1; 2; 3, and type of new case Class0 2 ftype-A; type-B g.
d for new case.
Action: prediction Class
Utility: $25 if prediction correct, -$25, otherwise.
Probability model:
p(; Data; Wave0; Class0; StumpjM ) =
p(StumpjM ) p(jStump; M ) p(Waves; Wave0jM )
p(ClassesjWaves;; Stump; M ) p(Class0jWave0; ; Stump; M )
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LEARNING DECISION STUMPS, cont.

If we knew which decision stump where \true", we would have a Bernoulli sampling
problem at each leaf.
Class

Wavelength-1
High
Medium
Low
...

wave-1?
low
high medium
θ1
Class
type A
type B
type B
...

θ2

...

type A
type B
type A
...

θ3

Class

Class

type B
type A
type B
...

type A
type A
type B
...

In this case, the problem is solved by the above methods. Find the leaf that the new
case belongs in, and then apply the Bernoulli sampling theory at that leaf [17, 11].
But, which decision stump is \true?"
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LEARNING DECISION STUMPS, cont.
Since we don't know which decision stump is \true" we have to average over the
classi cation probabilities from each of the 3 possible decision stumps.

p(Class0jWave0; Data; M ) =

3
X
i=1

p(Class0jWave0; Data; Mi)p(MijData; M )
)
M i,
ta,
Da
e',
av
s'|W
las
p(C

M)
ta,
|iDa
p(M

Data

*

=

0.212 0.012 0.025
0.324 0.032 0.010
0.172 0.109 0.019
Wave'

Class'

1.000
p(Class'|Wave',Data,M)

0.090
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LEARNING DECISION STUMPS, cont.
p(Class0jWave0; Data; M ) =

3
X
i=1

p(Class0jWave0; Data; Mi)p(MijData; M )

where p(Class0jWave0; Data; Mi) is the class probability calculated assuming we know
the \true" decision stump is Mi.
MijM ) = P p(Mi jM )p(DatajMi; M )
p(Mi jData; M ) = P3p(Data;
3 p(M jM )p(DatajM ; M )
i
i
i=1 p(Data; Mi jM )
i=1
p(DatajMi; M ) is the evidence for model Mi :

p(DatajMi; M ) =

Z

1 ;2 ;3

p(Dataj1; 2; 3; Mi; M ) p(1 ; 2; 3jMi; M ) d(1; 2; 3) :

This integral can be calculated exactly and is a ratio of Gamma functions [11].
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LEARNING DECISION STUMPS, cont.
 Which prior shall we use for the Bernoulli problems at each leaf node?
 Which prior shall we use for each tree stump, p(Mi jM )?
 We can approximate:
di ; M )
p(Class0jWave0; Data; M )  p(Class0jWave0; Data; M
for d
Mi the MAP model Mi chosen to maximize p(Mi jData; M ). This will be

good as long as Mi is signi cantly better than the other models.
 How do we scale this for decision trees of arbitrary depth?

This general approach scales to provide a competitive algorithm for learning classi cations trees. A lot of this detail appears in [11].
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LEARNING DECISION STUMPS, cont.

 Bayesian methods automatically lead to averaging over multiple models (e.g.,






see Perrone's workshop at NIPS'93 and [103]). This automatically accounts for
over tting, does smoothing, etc.
Alternatively, the MAP approximation leads to model selection, choosing the
`'best" model [21].
Same principles extend for selecting
{ the number of classes in unsupervised learning [20],
{ the right sized neural networks [93],
{ \good" Bayesian networks learned from data [13, 23].
How do we set priors? In general, this requires care but reasonable defaults
exist in some cases, for instance, for trees [11].
Learning Bayesian networks from data is analogous to learning class probability
trees [10].
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SUMMARY OUTLINE: BELIEF
Bayesian probability theory:
 Write down the variables in the domain, keeping knowns, K , unknowns, U , and

actions A, separate.
{ The learning sample will be known,
{ the prediction for the class of the new case will be an action,
{ the parameters of your model, and the \true" class of the new case will be
unknown.
 Write down a probabilistic model for all the variables U and K , p(U; K ).
 Construct p(U jK ) to represent what you've learned about U from knowing K .

SUMMARY OUTLINE: ACTIONS
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Bayesian decision theory:
 Write down a value/cost/loss/utility function to express the goal of learning,
u(K; U; A).
 Make the action A which will maximize the utility/value (or minimizecost/loss).
Z

A = ArgmaxA EU jK (u(K; U; A)) = ArgmaxA p(U jK )u(K; U; A) dU : (1)
U
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SECTION IIIa.

Learning representations and methods:


probabilistic graphical models;

graphical models o er a uni ed way to model and represent learning problems; methods exist for generating learning algorithms
from these graphical models [14, 36];



mixture models;
AN IMAGE PROBLEM
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For our purposes: A model is a mathematical description of the processes generating
the data, including all sources of uncertainty. It is by necessity an assumption since
truth is rarely that simple.
A pictorial description of an imaging application:
camera image

lens mapping
light source
and distortion
position
camera
positioning

noisy
channel

image
data
surface shape
and reflectance

time
control points +
location error
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THE IMAGE MODEL
A model would be mathematical equations relating the various knowns and unknowns
of the problem:
Knowns: image data, time, light source position, camera positioning, precise location of control points, lens distortion function, control point matching function.
Unknowns: camera positioning error, bit noise from noisy channel, relative location
of control points in image, \true" re ectance of each point on surface.
Equations: Mapping unknowns and knowns probabilistically:
 image data = camera image data + bit noise from noisy channel
 bit noise = random ipping of bits with probability 
 camera image data = convolution(\true" re ectance, lens mapping)
 location of control points in image = ....
Model yields a joint probability distribution for all known and unknown variables.

ON MODELS
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 Model is an assumption about the domain.
 Model yields a joint probability distribution for all known and unknown vari





ables.
Model often based on causal understanding of the domain.
Model includes all noise processes and sources of uncertainty.
Model may make approximations in order to be computationally tractible.
A decision tree is not a model but a set of instructions on how to make predictions (it has no probabilities). A class probability tree can be a model. Likewise,
a feed-forward neural network needs an additional, explicit error model to become a model in our sense (e.g., Gaussian error).
Probabilistic graphs such as Bayesian networks, Markov networks, and chain
graphs are a language for expressing models. They are rather like data ow
graphs.
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INTRODUCTION TO BAYESIAN NETS
Bayesian networks on boolean variables, consist of a structure and its associated
conditional probability tables. For tutorials see [89, 19, 44].

Structure, S : represented by a Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) like below.
Age

Occupation

Symptoms

Climate

Disease

Conditional probability tables,  : represented as below.
Age < 45 0.46
Age  45 0.31
p(Age)

Disease
Symptoms stomach ulcer angina
stomach pain
0.23
0.17
chest pain
0.31
0.45
p(SymptomsjDisease)

INTRODUCTION TO BAYESIAN
NETWORKS, cont
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 The Bayesian network (S ) alone implies the joint probability density of the
variables takes the form:

p(Age; Occ; Clim; Dis; Symp) = p(Age) p(Occ) p(Clim) p(DisjAge; Occ; Clim) p(SympjDis) :

 Functional forms (Gaussian, Poisson, etc.) or tables associated with the network

give the probability distribution at each node.
 Algorithms for manipulating these models are well developed (see recent UAI
conferences).
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THE BAYESIAN NETWORK FOR
AUTOCLASS III
The Autoclass III [20] application to the IRAS star catalogue looked at intensities
measured for di erent wavelengths in the infra-red region.
Graphical model for single star

Intensity

Data = (location + measured intensities for
different wavelengths)
for each star in the catalogue

location

φ

class
wave[1]

µ1,σ1

Gaussian

µ2,σ2

wave[2]
Gaussian

µ3,σ3

wave[3]
Gaussian

Wavelength (array)

This simple model assumes independence between intensities. A more complete model
would assume correlation between neighboring wavelengths, and dependence between
the hidden class and the star position.
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LEGEND FOR GRAPHICAL MODELS
For graphical models in general:
φ
var1
v

var1

accuracy

Node for unknown variable φ
(unshaded means unknown).

Node for known variable var1
(shaded means known).
Box is an action node. We can
set this value ourselves.

N

θ1

var

θ

Double node implies variable has
deterministic equation: var = f(class, θ)

Diamond is a value/utility node.
We would like to achieve a high
value for this variable.
class

var1

Plate around graph component implies it
is repeated N times, so we have
∏ i=1,..,N p(vari| θ )

Set of arcs into node implies probability
has component: p(var1| φ, θ1 )

class

var

θ

Undirected arc implies variables are
correlated.
class(i)

class(i+1)
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UNSUPERVISED LEARNING FOR IMAGES
Spatial coherence models: Figure (a) shows a popular Markov model used for

creating spatially coherent classi cations [6].
Mixed pixels: Pixels in an image represent a mixture of class types (30% grassland,
70% woodland); gure (b) shows the popular linear mixture model used for this.
(a)
class(i,j-1)

α

(b)
φ

class
class(i-1,j)

class(i,j)

Gaussian

class(i+1,j)

class pixel
class(i,j+1)

pixel

µ

Gaussian

Σ

µ

C
pixel
N

mix

Σ

Linear
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FEED-FORWARD NETWORKS (FFNNS)
A 3-hidden layer feed-forward network (a) and a corresponding DAG (b).
(a)

(b)

m1

m2

h1
x2

x3

m1

m2

Gaussian

Sigmoid

h2

h3
Sigmoid

Sigmoid

x1






o2

Gaussian

Sigmoid

x1

o1

x2

x3

The neural nodes are represented as deterministic nodes (double circles).
A output layer denotes the response (or output) variables being predicted, o1; o2.
The inputs are shaded indicating their value is known.
Both network predictions (mi) and the actual responses (oi) are represented.
The DAG also models the error as a Gaussian.
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GRAPHICAL MODELS
Other problems can be represented in graphical models using:
 known and unknown variables,
 deterministic nodes [88],
 standard probabilities functions at nodes (Gaussian, multinomial, Dirichlet, logistic, etc.),
 mixed directed and undirected arcs [32],
 optional arcs (indicating alternative models) [14].
 plates representing samples [14].
Graphical models o er a uni ed framework for representing a problem (prior knowledge and data), performing problem decomposition, specifying a knowledge re nement task, etc.

GRAPHICAL MODELS, cont.
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Probabilistic graphical models can represent models for di erent applications and
from di erent disciplines:
Connectionism: stochastic Hop eld networks, feed-forward networks, mixtures of
experts.
Arti cial intelligence: (machine learning and knowledge discovery) Bayesian networks for expert systems, dynamic models for planning and control, some rulebased systems.
Statistics and Pattern Recognition: Hidden Markov models, Kalman lters,
Generalized linear models and additive models, i.e., linear regression.
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SECTION IIIb.

Learning representations and methods:
 probabilistic graphical models;


mixture models;

mixture models and well understood algorithms for handling
them are ubiquitous in learning;

MIXTURE MODELS: EXAMPLE
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This sample is a mixture of 4 2-dimensional Gaussians. The marginal distributions
for each Gaussian is shown on the axes.
Observed data: is N
pairs of real values
xi = (x1i ; x2i ).

hidden variable:
is the number h
= 1; 2; 3; 4 indicating which Gaussian
a point comes from.

; ; : h frequency and
means, variances of
4 Gaussians.

1

1
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MIXTURE MODELS: EXAMPLE, cont.
The graphical model representing this learning problem, assuming Gaussians independent between x1 and x2, is given below.
h

θ

Gaussian

x1
x2
N

Gaussian

µ1
σ1
µ2
σ2

MIXTURE MODELS: MOTIVATION
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Mixture models are ubiquitous in data analysis [96, 62]. They model:
 Missing values in other problems (trees, feed-forward networks, etc.) [15, 92].
 Latent or hidden variables, e.g., medical syndromes.
 Unsupervised learning and clustering, e.g., Autoclass [20].
 Supervised learning and multivariate splits in trees [53].
 Robust regression [57].
 Non-parametric density estimation (i.e., equivalent to Kernel density estimation
and nearest neighbor).
 Rule-based systems with multi- ring probabilistic rules.
 Related to hidden Markov models.
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MIXTURE MODELS
 Data has observed variables x, and hidden/latent (unobserved) variable h.
 Likelihood for x; h is parametric model M with parameters :
p(x; hj; M ) = fM (x; h; ) :
for some simple parametric distribution fM . e.g., multivariate Gaussian,
Bayesian network with known structure, etc.
 The likelihood for the observed data (for discrete h) is

p(xj; M ) =

X
h

fM (x; h; ) :

 This likelihood is used by most learning theories, maximum likelihood and ap-

plied statistical methods, Bayesian methods, minimum description length, etc.,
when devising an algorithm.

ALGORITHMS ON MIXTURES
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Many general purpose algorithms exist for learning with mixtures [96, 92]. Incremental versions of each of these algorithms also exist (e.g., [95]). These are:
1. k-means clustering and related algorithms [29],
2. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [27].
3. Gibbs sampling [49, 35], and more general purpose Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithms [39, 68, 79].
These are listed in terms of:
 increasing computational complexity,
 increasing statistical sophistication,
 increasing accuracy,
 decreasing bias.
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K-MEANS ALGORITHM
Step 1

Initialize
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Initialize: class centers.
Repeat: until converges,
1. Assign cases to
their most likely
class.
2. Recompute class
(hi) centers to
their maximum a
posteriori.

(assign points to centers)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Step 2

second Step 1

(recompute centers)

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

K-MEANS ALGORITHM: ANALYSIS
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 Step 1 assigns classes hi for i = 1; : : :; N to maximize
p(; x1; h1; : : : ; xN ; hN ; M ) /

N
Y

i=1

p(hi jxi; ; M ) :

 Step 2 assigns  to maximize

p(; x1; h1; : : : ; xN ; hN ; M ) / p(jx1; h1; : : :; xN ; hN ; M ) :

 On convergence, hidden variables hi and  are at a joint maximum. This is
known to be biased, i.e., estimates for  di er on average from the \truth".
all assigned class 1
observed means
biased away from center

"true" means

m2
m1

µ

µ
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GRAPHICAL MODEL
The graphical model representing this and the subsequent two algorithms is given
below.
(2)

(1) for i =1, ..., N
θ

hi

θ

h

Gaussian

Gaussian

x1i

µ1
σ1

x2i

σ1

x2

µ2

Gaussian

µ1

x1

N

µ2

Gaussian

σ2

σ2
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EM ALGORITHM
Step 1

Initialize
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

(recompute centers
x by weighted average)
x

x

x

2

2

x

x

1
x
2

1

1
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

second Step 2

second Step 1
x

x

x

x
x
x

Step 2

(assign class probabilities)

x

x
1
x

x

x

x

1

REPEAT
x

2

2
x
x

x

x
x
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EM ALGORITHM: ANALYSIS
 Adds to the k-means algorithm by making probabilistic assignment to hidden
classes.

Intuition: since we don't know the hidden classes, assigning them a single

xed class is biasing us, especially if they are borderline,
 Analysis is more complex than k-means but EM is asymptotically unbiased. It
computes the MAP for .

p(jx1; : : :; xN ; M ) :

 Convergence slow near a local maxima so some implementations switch to con-

jugate gradient or other methods [63] when near solution.
 To understand the general approach, you need to consider the exponential family
of distributions [16, 14], although it applies more generally (e.g., [53]).
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GIBBS ALGORITHM
Step 1a

Initialize
x

x

1

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
1

1
x

x

x

x

Step 2a

2x

2
2

x

x

1

2
x

1

x

x

Step 2b

(assign cluster probabilities)

(randomly reassign centers)
x

x
x

x

1x

x

x

x

1 (randomly reassign classes)
x

2

2

x

x
x

Step 1b

(assign class probabilities)

x

x

x
1

1
x

2

x

x

x
x

REPEAT

2
x

x

x
x
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GIBBS ALGORITHM: INTERPRETATION
Sequence of centers
(after a lot more time)

Sequence of centers
(initially)
x
1

x

x

x
1
x

x

1
1

x

2
x

2
2

x

1
2 x 2
1
1
1 2
x 2

x
1
2
1 x

2
x

2 1
2
1 2

x

x

x
x

 There is nothing inherent in the problem that says the top left cluster must be





cluster 1, and the bottom right cluster 2.
After a long time, labeling will be identical.
This is because the problem has symmetry.
Happens with any hidden/latent variable problem, but not missing values.
Use symmetry breaking to handle this.

GIBBS ALGORITHM: ANALYSIS
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 Step 1 samples each hi for i = 1; : : :; N from the distribution
p(h1; : : : ; hN jx1; : : :; xN ; ; M ) /

N
Y
i=1

p(hijxi; ; M ) :

 Step 2 samples  from the distribution
p(jx1; h1; : : :; xN ; hN ; M ) :
 Sampling generates dependent samples of  that nevertheless have large sample
properties similar to the posterior distribution p(jx1; : : : ; xN ; M ) [68, 79].
 Gibbs sampling corresponds to simulated annealing with xed temperature [97].
 Local repair/search methods [52, 65] correspond to simulated annealing with
zero temperature, so Gibbs sampling is probabilistic local search.
 Gibbs sampling can be applied more generally to many learning and data analysis problems [35].
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K-MEANS vs. EM vs. GIBBS
The three algorithms di er in how they perform Steps 1 and 2.
Step 1
Step 2
Algorithm
k-means MAP or ML MAP or ML
EM posterior mean MAP or mean
Gibbs
sample
sample

SECTION VIa.

SS #72

Specialist topics:


missing values;
well known methods for addressing missing values exist;

knowledge discovery and re nement;
 connections to other theory.
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MISSING VALUES
The problem of missing values, or unknown values, incomplete data is endemic
in data analysis. Here's the situation for supervised learning.
Sample Medical Records Database

ID

Temperature (F)

Age

Weight

Blood Pressure

Sex

Blood Test

Diagnosis

35267
83877
23414
09372
62253
07631
..
..

?
98.1
99.4
103.2
97.1
101.1
..
..

25
62
44
?
58
75
..
..

180
132
211
141
130
178
..
..

?
145
161
131
141
153
..
..

Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
..
..

?
negative
?
negative
negative
positive
..
..

flu A
flu B
healthy
flu A
healthy
?
..
..

 Missing values are denoted by \?".
 Some elds (rows) and some cases (columns) may be free of missing values.
 Missing values in the diagnosis column can, surprisingly, be useful (in supervised
mixture models).
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OTHER TYPES OF MISSING VALUES

There are (at least) two other types of missing values (in classi cation) we will ignore.
Don't care: In supplying the data, the expert has not supplied these values because
they believe them irrelevant for this case.
 The missing value corresponds to irrelevance information.
 Implies something about the form of the \true" concept.
Informative Missing: The value is missing but its absence represents important
information. e.g. a missing telephone number may indicate the person has no
telephone.
 The missing value could correspond to an additional eld value. e.g.
Telephone = maybe-none.
 In general the nature of the process causing the missing value needs to be
modeled, where it is relevant for classi cation.
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BASIC OUTLINE OF MISSING VALUES
 Assume the missing value was not collected when the case was observed. Col-

lection or not independent of the case's classi cation.
 In Bayesian, maximum likelihood, applied statistical, MDL, and many other
learning theories, analysis of missing values is the same.
Why? they all have a common model of the data likelihood at their core.
 In general, missing data is handled with mixture models [96].
 We have a case with class class, known data, given-fields, and missing data
missing-fields.

fields = (given-fields; missing-fields) :

 How do we modify the learning algorithm? For most classes of algorithms, well
understood alternatives exist [95, 74, 15, 90].
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MISSING VALUES IN DISCRIMINATIVE
LEARNING
 Discriminative classi cation models provide a direct model.
p(classjfields; Model) = probability of class given inputs :

where Model could be \a class probability tree", or \a feed-forward network",
or \linear regression".
 The conditional likelihood of a single case with missing data becomes:

p(classjgiven
X -fields; Model) =
p(classjfields; Model) p(missing-fieldsjgiven-fields)
missing-fields

 We need to augment the discriminative model with Another-Model, a model
predicting what values the missing ? fields might take. This can be learned
too.

p(missing-fieldsjgiven-fields; Another-Model) :
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EXAMPLE: DISCRIMINATIVE METHODS
F1
F2

ID

F3
Temperature (F)

Age

Weight

Blood Pressure

Sex

Blood Test

Diagnosis

35267
83877
23414
09372
62253
07631
..
..

99.0?
98.1
99.4
103.2
97.1
101.1
..
..

25
62
44
50?
58
75
..
..

180
132
211
141
130
178
..
..

150?
145
161
131
141
153
..
..

Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
..
..

negative?
negative
negative?
negative
negative
positive
..
..

flu A
flu B
healthy
flu A
healthy
?
..
..

F4

Requires models of how to predict/sample/ ll-in missing values from the other values:
 Model F 1 shows how to predict Blood Test result for rst case ID = 35267.
 Model F 2 shows how to predict Blood pressure for rst case ID = 35267, etc.
 The case with unknown diagnosis is ignored without loss of information. Why?
it doesn't occur in the conditional likelihood for the sample.

MISSING VALUES IN GENERATIVE
LEARNING
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 Generative classi cation models provide an indirect model of te full data set,
p(class; fieldsjModel) = probability of full case (class; fields).
where Model could be simple or \idiot's" Bayesian classi er.
 Classi cation is done using Bayes theorem to compute p(classjfields; Model)
from p(class; fieldsjModel).
 The likelihood of a single case becomes:

p(class; given-fieldsjModel) =

X

missing- fields

p(class; fieldsjModel)

This sum makes many standard algorithms unuseable in their direct form.
 The case with unknown diagnosis can now be used because it provides some
information about the unknown Model. Why? It does occur in the conditional
likelihood for the sample.
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EXAMPLE: GENERATIVE METHODS
F1
F2

ID

F3
Temperature (F)

Age

Weight

Blood Pressure

Sex

Blood Test

Diagnosis

35267
83877
23414
09372
62253
07631
..
..

99.0?
98.1
99.4
103.2
97.1
101.1
..
..

25
62
44
50?
58
75
..
..

180
132
211
141
130
178
..
..

150?
145
161
131
141
153
..
..

Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
..
..

negative?
negative
negative?
negative
negative
positive
..
..

flu A
flu B
healthy
flu A
healthy
healthy?
..
..

F4

5
Uses existing model of the data to predict/sample/ ll-in what Fthe
missing values
might be. But, we have a Catch-22:
 We need to have learned the model Model to predict/sample/ ll-in.
 We need to predict/sample/ ll-in the missing data to learn the model Model.

METHODS: IGNORE THEM
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Sample Medical Records Database
ID

Temperature (F)

Age

Weight

Blood Pressure

Sex

Blood Test

Diagnosis

35267
83877
23414
09372
62253
07631
..
..

?
98.1
99.4
103.2
97.1
101.1
..
..

25
62
44
?
58
75
..
..

180
132
211
141
130
178
..
..

?
145
161
131
141
153
..
..

Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
..
..

?
negative
?
negative
negative
positive
..
..

flu A
flu B
healthy
flu A
healthy
?
..
..

 Ignore the missing values, so leads to inecient use of data.
 Some problems have many missing values, so we get nothing to learn on!
 But is simple and computationally ecient. Use as an initialization routine for
more complex algorithms.
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DISCRIMINATIVE METHODS: FILL-IN
 For the discriminative model, e.g. trees, networks, ll in the missing value with
its most likely posterior value (or something similar, e.g., sample according to
posterior probability).
d-fields = Argmaxmissing-fields p(missing -fieldsjgiven-fields) :
missing

 Then we approximate the likelihood for the case by that with the lled in value.
 This gives us a set of complete data with:
p(classjgiven
X -fields; Model)
=
p(classjfields; Model) p(missing-fieldsjgiven-fields)
missing- fields

d-fields; given-fields; Model) :
 p(classjmissing

 Leads to biased results if ll-in is done deterministically. Can sometimes be

unbiased if ll-in is done probabilistically, i.e., as per usual mixture models,
EM, Gibbs, etc.

GENERATIVE METHODS: FILL-IN
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 For the generative model,
d-fields = Argmaxmissing-fields p(class; missing -fields; given-fieldsjModel)
missing
= Argmaxmissing-fields p(missing-fieldsjclass; given-fields; Model)

 This gives us a set of complete data with:
d-fields; given-fieldsjModel) :
p(class; given-fieldsjModel)  p(class; missing
 This needs to be done based on the \true" model, so we can rst do a rough

approximation to the \true" model (e.g., using the subset of complete data)
and then do the ll in.
 Once we've learned Model a bit better, we can then ll in the missing values
again, and relearn. This extension corresponds to the EM algorithm or Gibb's
sampling, depending on whether the ll-in is deterministic or probabilistic.
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METHODS: FRACTIONAL EXAMPLES
{
{
{

ID

Temperature (F)

Age

Weight

Blood Pressure

Sex

Blood Test

Diagnosis

p(case)

35267
35267
35267
83877
23414
23414
09372
09372
62253
07631
..
..

99.3?
101.6?
98.7?
98.1
99.4
99.4
103.2
103.2
97.1
101.1
..
..

25
25
25
62
44
44
41?
65?
58
75
..
..

180
180
180
132
211
211
141
141
130
178
..
..

150?
137?
155?
145
161
161
131
131
141
153
..
..

Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
..
..

negative?
positive?
negative?
negative
negative?
positive?
negative
negative
negative
positive
..
..

flu A
flu A
flu A
flu B
healthy
healthy
flu A
flu A
healthy
?
..
..

0.180
0.340
0.480
1
0.392
0.608
0.723
0.277
1
1
..
..

}

=1

} =1
} =1

 Like the ll-in methods but do multiple ll-ins, and assign each a probability
(denoted p(case) in the gure).
 Better approximates the sum.
 See [74, 15, 90].

OTHER METHODS
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All the usual methods for handling mixture models.
 EM algorithm.
 Gibbs sampling.
 Incremental versions of both [95].
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SECTION VIb.

Specialist topics:
 missing values;


knowledge discovery and re nement;
knowledge discovery requires prototyping and re nement of probabilistic models;



connections between theories.
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HYBRID CLUSTERING AND KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY
The US Aviation Safety Reporting System is a national resource for aircraft safety
maintaining a database of aircraft incidents. Initial clustering/unsupervised learning
of the database, was done using the model below [56].
aircraft
facility

phase&position
environment

incident class

controller
airspace

pilot

reporter

consequence

anomaly

resolution

Aviation psychologists, reviewing the results, in many cases said, \so what?"
 We already know wide-body aircraft don't go on unscheduled ights (joy rides).
 We already know that if an aircraft has four pilots it must be military.
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KNOWLEDGE REFINEMENT
 Include this \known" information in the model, as arcs, probabilities, and in-

formative priors on probabilities.
 Do clustering/unsupervised learning on the unexplained parts of the data.
 Following hybrid model partly speci es this.
pilot

aircraft

phase&position
environment

facility

anomaly
incident class

controller

resolution

airspace

consequence

reporter
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UNSUPERVISED LEARNING: STYLES

Other styles of unsupervised learning include single or multiple hidden (latent) classes,
correlational models, etc.
class
var1

var1

var2

var1

class2

var2
var3

class

class1

var2
var3

var3

other1
other2

class1

var1

class2

var2
var3

var2
var1

var4
var3

class

var5
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KNOWLEDGE REFINEMENT/DISCOVERY
CYCLE
1. Learn with standard unsupervised model to get a feel for domain.
2. Have domain expert critique, extend and modify model.
 Look, the system discovered that \only military planes have 4 pilots". In
fact, also, \military aircraft don't y in commercial airspace unless its an
mistake", so lets add all these to the initial model.
3. With improved model, encoding experts elicited knowledge, perform knowledge
re nement and learning again.
4. Repeat the process.

NB. Requires prototyping software for knowledge discovery.

SECTION VIc.

SS #90

Specialist topics:
 missing values;
 knowledge discovery and re nement;


connections between theories.

learning theories can be interpreted in the common framework of
probability and decision theory;
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LEARNING BAYESIAN NETWORKS
To learn Bayesian networks on boolean variables, we must learn:
Structure, S : represented by a Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) like below.
Age

Occupation

Symptoms

Climate

Disease

Conditional probability tables,  : represented as below.
Age < 45 0.46
Age  45 0.31
p(Age)

Disease
Symptoms stomach ulcer angina
stomach pain
0.23
0.17
chest pain
0.31
0.45
p(SymptomsjDisease)

PAC THEORY
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Consider Bayesian networks where there are n boolean variables and each variable is
restricted to have at most k parents.
PAC theory generalized to the noisy case provides results on [46]:
Sample size bounds: To learn with con dence 1 ?  that your network has
Kullback-Leibler distance that is within  of the optimum for a network with k
parents, then use a sample of size
2
2
N = 22k+13 n2 k + 4 + log n ((k + 1) log 2(n + 1) ? log ) :
These bounds are not tight, and probably can be improved.
Complexity of the search: For k  2, the problem of nding a network with minimum Kullback-Leibler distance from the observed sample is NP-hard. Various
search algorithms exist for these problems.
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WHAT DOES PAC CONFIDENCE MEAN?
OPT

= the minimum Kullback-Leibler distance for a network
with k parents from the \true" network (S; ).
SPAC (sample) = the computed network with minimum Kullback-Leibler distance
from the observed sample sample.
KLPAC (sample) = its Kullback-Leibler distance from the \true" network (S; ).
N
= the size of the sample sample.
Con dence of 1 ?  means that no matter what the \true" network (S; ) is:

p(KLPAC (sample) < OPT +  j N; S; )  1 ?  :
This is equivalent to, no matter what prior over (S; ) is used,

p(KLPAC (sample) < OPT +  j N )  1 ?  :
Because this ignores the details of the sample, it answers the question [9, 42]: if I
obtain a sample of size N , how con dent can I expect to be about learning (irrespective
of the prior/truth)? NOT how con dent can I be with my current sample?
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APPROXIMATE BAYESIAN THEORY

The Bayesian Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) approximation is a constructive,
asymptotically optimal scheme for creating an algorithm.
It provides [13, 21]:
An improved (over maximum likelihood) measure to optimize: Choose
the structure S that maximizes the posterior log. probability p(S jsample)
Z

p(S jsample) / p(S; sample) = p(S ) p(samplejS; )  p(jS ) d ;


Domain speci c information can be used to tune the measure through priors to
achieve knowledge re nement.
Techniques for computing it: For Bayesian networks on boolean variables,
p(S; sample) can be computed exactly in time O(n2k+1 ) + O(jsamplej) where
k is the maximum number of parents. The search problem to optimize this is
in general equivalent to the PAC case.
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MDL THEORY
One version says to choose the structure S that minimizes the binary encoding of
the sample sample together with the Bayesian network (structure S and probability
tables ). This description length (DL) is made up of:

DL(S ) + DL(precision()jS ) + DL(jS; precision()) + DL(samplejS; ) ;
where:
DL(S ) = number of bits needed to encode the structure, S ,
DL(precision()jS ) = number of bits needed to encode the precision of the real
values , etc.
This is approximately equivalent to the Bayesian MAP approach if we make the
transformation [99]:

DL(S ) = ? log p(S ) ;
DL(samplejS; ) = ? log p(samplejS; ) ;
DL(precision()jS )  ? 12 log det V ariance(jS; sample)
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STATISTICAL PHYSICS APPLIED TO
PERCEPTRONS
(nothing on Bayesian networks available!)

 Input is n binary variables and the output is a binary variable.
 In truth the output is classi ed according to a Perceptron rule with noise 





added.
We have a sample sample of size N .
GIBBS algorithm randomly chooses the weights w for a perceptron according
to its posterior probability p(wjsample).
BAYES algorithm does the full Bayesian approach: making a new prediction
by doing a posterior weighted average of all weights w.
Average learning curve for GIBBS (upper solid) and BAYES (lower) reproduced
from [71].
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PERCEPTRONS, cont.
η+ (1−2η)0.6
2n

error

GIBBS asymptote = η + Nlog (1−η)/η
GIBBS (sample single perceptron)

η+(1−2η) 0.3

BAYES (average all possible)

η

0

N

40n /log2 (1−η)/η

90n /log2 (1−η)/η

LEARNING THEORIES: SUMMARY
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 Theories can be interpreted and compared with language of probability and

decision theory [42, 12].
{ PAC/PAB addresses the question: \how much data should I obtain?" in
a prior independent way, not, \how do I learn with the current sample?"
{ Bayesian MAP and MDL methods related.
{ Statistical physics o ers advanced techniques for implementing Bayesian
methods.
 When addressing the same question, most practical theories say to do (in a
crude sense) the same thing, but di er in their justi cation and philosophy.
 Most theories di er on how they say to address/side-step/ignore the problem
of priors.
 Many researchers are now conversant with multiple theories and their correspondence.
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SECTION VII.

Essentials:
 check list of representations;
 check list of methods;
 check list of theory;
 check list of elds (see Section Ib).
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CHECK LIST OF REPRESENTATIONS

 Basic distributions: Gaussians, uniform, multinomial.
 Conditional multivariate distributions: various linear models [38, 60] trees [75,

7, 11], rules, and graph models [69, 55], feed-forward networks [82, 77].
 Undirected graphical models, i.e., Markov random elds, for vision, etc. [34,
78, 102, 45]
 Directed models, i.e., in uence diagrams and Bayesian networks, including deterministic nodes [72, 70]
 Mixture models [96, 62, 50].
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CHECK LIST OF METHODS
 Maximum A Posterior (MAP) [73, 21].
 Exact Bayes factors [11, 14].
 Laplace's method, approximate Bayes factors, marginals and expected values








[92, 54, 94].
EM, ICM and other deterministic Gibbs models [92, 58, 27].
Gibbs sampling and other Monte Carlo methods [68, 79, 35, 36]
Di erentiation, i.e., back-prop, (for Laplace's method and MAP).
Methods for making the above parallel or on-line.
Cross validation, bootstrap and empirical Bayes [30, 31].
Methods for handling priors [5].
Subsampling to handle large datasets [67].

CHECK LIST OF THEORY
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Asymptotic, and large sample results (convergence, order of magnitude, etc).
Transformations between MDL, Bayesian methods [99], and others.
PAC and its Bayesian interpretation [12].
Sample complexity, VC dimension, and other measures of problem complexity
(see recent COLT work).
 Monte Carlo sampling theory [68].
 Interpretations of probability and rationality, standard \paradoxes" and their
resolution.
 Broader issues such as Occam's razor, subjectivity vs. objectivity, the principle
of indi erence [3, 51].
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NEW ALGORITHMS FROM OLD
 use Gibbs to handle missing values when learning Bayesian networks; initialize
using the \ignore them" strategy;
 use EM to handle missing values when learning class probability trees;
 devise a prior for decision lists and devise a MAP algorithm using local search
to learn decision lists;
 do Kernel density or nearest neighbor type density estimation with a probabilistic mixture model;

SOME RESEARCH QUESTIONS

SS #104

Adapt the standard generic algorithms to:
 handle large samples more eciently e.g., by subsampling [67];
 run on parallel computers, e.g., easy for Gibbs;
 incorporate and adjust for missing values eciently;
 approximate/estimate sample and run-time complexity for a given problem
speci cation relative to a particular algorithm (EM, Gibbs, etc.).
SS #105
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